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Architecture from the University of Pennsylvania and a B.A. in Environmental
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for sustainable landscape installations and maintenance on federal projects. Her
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federal sites in the National Capitol Region. She received her BS in Ornamental
Horticulture from University of Maryland.
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Jose joined Andropogon in 1983 and has been a principal since 1995. Trained
as both a landscape architect and architect, José excels at thinking outside the
box while unearthing the realities of innovative construction techniques. With a
passion for detail, he strives to create sensitive, sustainable designs that respond
directly to each site’s unique environmental conditions. José has directed a
diversity of projects, from restored urban waterfronts to SITES- and LBC-certified
developments. José is a visiting lecturer at Drexel University and the University of
Pennsylvania, where he earned his Master of Landscape Architecture.

Achieving resilience in the built environment
requires a land development paradigm shift. Rather
than assuming that built sites perform as intended—
from managing stormwater to increasing employee
retention—sites must increasingly prove their
performance as critical, dynamic resources that
enhance environmental sustainability, foster social
benefits, and wisely steward financial resources.
Site commissioning is the process of verifying that
systems within the built environment, beyond a
building’s skin, perform in accordance with design
intent and the property owner’s operational needs.
This process has historically been applied to
everything from aqueducts and ships, to HVAC
and plumbing systems. Now, the U.S. General
Services Administration (GSA)—one of the world’s
largest and most diversified public real estate
organizations—aims to apply this process to the
landscape. If GSA successfully expands its Total
Building Commissioning program to include a site
commissioning process, the agency’s sheer scale
would help advance a land development paradigm
shift on a national level.
DOES A FINANCIAL CASE EXIST?
Site commissioning is powerful in its ability to impact a
project’s triple bottom line: people, planet, and profit.
While the environmental and social benefits may
be fairly predictable, the financial case is often less
intuitive. Site commissioning can help protect capital
and operational investments by providing quality
control, risk management, and assurance. Studies
suggest that commissioning can yield significant
cost avoidance during design and construction
(by detecting and resolving problems early in the
project delivery process1,2); during project turn-over
(by reducing liability disputes3,4); during occupancy
(through energy5 and non-energy6 savings); and
throughout the management period (through
reduced trouble shooting and increased operational
efficiency7). As contributing advocates for a land
development paradigm shift, we as landscape
architects must effectively convey this knowledge to
property owners.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?
Designing for performance changes the way we
approach landscape architecture. Working with
property owners to understand a project’s goals,
then designing to meet those goals and verifying that
they’re met, forces us to consider our work in the long
term. This approach also increases the importance
of an integrated project delivery approach, because
a site’s long-term functioning requires holistic buyin from a host of stakeholders, from the owner to
the management contractor. These shifts in mindset
can help our sites thrive and preform critical services
for the long term. With your help, this new mindset
could even elevate landscape architecture to an
essential service that no project partner could afford
to marginalize.
WHERE CAN I LEARN MORE?
GSA published a white paper in July 2017 (prepared
by Andropogon) that assesses the feasibility, and then
details a strategy, for GSA to develop and implement
an agency-wide site commissioning process for
all new construction and major redevelopment.
As one of the first publications to discuss the
emerging practice of site commissioning, the white
paper includes a literature review of related subject
matter and then envisions site commissioning’s
opportunities, constraints, costs, benefits, and
relationship to industry-wide trends. To supplement
this analysis, this publication incorporates original
research by the white paper’s research team, which
solicited input from 89 industry experts, organized
into seven subject matter-specific working groups.
The white paper proposes an actionable process
framework and implementation strategy that is
informed by industry experts and a Commission
Advisory Group, and tailored to meet GSA’s needs.
You can view and download the white paper at: www.
gsa.gov/real-estate/design-construction/landscapearchitectural-program.
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objectives
WHAT DOES THE WHITE PAPER RECOMMEND?
•

Invest on the front-end in high-quality facility planning, design, and construction,
to achieve long-lasting facilities with reduced, long-term operational and replacement
expenditures, improved worker productivity, and lower risk for liability and insurance claims.

•

Adopt an inclusive project development process (in which owner, designer,
contractor, site manager, and commissioning agent work collaboratively) beginning during
the planning / pre-design phase, to establish owner’s triple bottom line benefits, craft
performance goals, enhance team integration, and ensure buy-in.

•

Leverage ecosystem services by designing and managing site systems that further
performance goals (e.g. habitat biodiversity and resilience), while recognizing that the
performance of one system may affect the measurable performance of another.

•

Launch a 3-year pilot program, inclusive of diverse facility types and geographies, to
test and fine-tune GSA’s site commissioning process.

•

Split site maintenance into two phases: “early-stage management“ to accommodate
intensive care during plant establishment (years 0-2 after construction), followed by less
intensive “long-term management.” Finance the former with the facility’s capital budget and
the latter with the operational budget.

•

Anticipate performance trajectories to factor predictable changes in dynamic,
living systems over time, particularly when integrated building / site systems drive a facility’s
operational performance.

•

Create an agency-wide information feedback loop that manages risk by improving
GSA’s land development and management processes, given the agency’s build-to-own
model.

•

Confirm true costs and benefits associated with site commissioning’s added
development and operations costs, and the agency’s tangible and intangible benefits at the
facility and regional scale.

•

Embrace a long-term outlook that accommodates fiscal fluctuation; climatic variability;
programmatic flexibility, assessment, and adaptation; and the time associated with creating
an industry.

•

Understand site commissioning’s potential impact to the design,
construction, and management industries.

•

Examine the new skills that would be necessary to foster an agency- or
industry-wide site commissioning initiative.

•

Consider how to navigate liability when system under-performance occurs.

•

Learn how to integrate an adaptive feedback loop into the design practice.
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•

“Site commissioning” definition

•

Performance verification trajectory

•

Importance of dovetailing with GSA’s
existing protocols

•

Publically available white paper to
support site commissioning’s widespread adaption

•

Tool for GSA, de facto tool for design,
construction, and management
industries
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white paper development
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•

Purpose of GSA’s site commissioning pursuit

•

Early questions and assumptions

•

Evolving policy

•

Iterative research process

•

Site commissioning feasibility assessment

•

Key findings

•

Next steps / GSA’s site commissioning pilot
projects

•

The search for more economic data

•

Broader significance to the profession

•

Distilling site commissioning’s areas of focus
(“attributes”)

•

National buy-in and global impact

•

Site commissioning assessment metrics

•

Core aspects of site commissioning that should
apply to GSA’s pilot projects

•

Adaptive feedback loop
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POTENTIAL SITE
COMMISSIONING METRICS

Integrating commissioning into the design
process

Measuring performance is essential in determining
whether specific design and operational goals are
being achieved. Assessment metrics are standards of
measurement that provide a means for quantifying or
qualifying performance, which can then be evaluated
against benchmarks that are established during
pre-development. Some benchmarks may apply
agency-wide or to a certain geographic region or
facility type. Others may be entirely site specific.

Changes to the way we approach design
(formulate a hypothesis)

For example, water use serves as a relevant agencywide commissioning metric for GSA because the
agency is embarking on an ambitious net-zero water
development approach, which will elevate the need for
GSA facility owners to know exactly how site-building
stormwater and wastewater systems are performing
throughout a facility’s lifetime. After verifying that
a facility is designed and constructed to achieve
net-zero water, commissioning will verify whether
the hydrologic goal is being met. Any shortcomings
present opportunities for remediation. This could
include re-examining the site’s monitoring equipment
functionality, built system (e.g. rain garden) condition,

Graduated roll out – raise the bar for early
adopters

and management practices. Perhaps a rainwater
harvesting and re-use irrigation system was improperly
programmed, resulting in the system turning on when
the soil is already saturated. Resolving problems like
these would result in improved hydrologic performance
during the next monitoring or commissioning period,
while also conserving natural resources. Site
commissioning assessment metrics can therefore
serve to strengthen established regulatory, design
excellence, and rating system requirements to ensure
that each site performs as intended by the facility
owner’s OPR.
To determine which assessment metrics are most
applicable to site commissioning, this white paper’s
research team built upon existing performance
frameworks, most notably the five PBS-P100
landscape performance attributes and the ten
SITES v2 sections.1 Synthesizing and reorganizing
these existing frameworks resulted in seven site
commissioning attributes (see p. 41). Shown below in
green are the “core attributes”–water, soil, vegetation,
and materials–which are relatively easy and cost
effective to monitor and evaluate using common
technology and skill sets. In yellow are the “supporting
attributes”–habitat, human health and well-being, and
climate–which require more sophisticated expertise
1
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Above: Evolution of site commissioning attributes;
Opposite: Site commissioning attributes diagram

applied impact
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and effort to measure and evaluate, but are equally
important to support.
The Site Commissioning Assessment Metrics Chart
(see p. 43) lists the seven attributes (e.g. water), which
each consist of performance metrics (e.g. water use)
and general examples of data types (e.g. volume).
The chart includes three performance tiers with a
1-3 star rating system, much like the PBS-P100.
The chart proposes phase engagement for each
metric, to illustrate when each metric would be most
effectively integrated into the project-delivery process,
from pre-design through long-term post occupancy.
Monitoring frequency for each metric is additionally
proposed.
Tier 1: Basic level of required site performance that
contains only core attributes. Includes metrics that are
already adopted by GSA through existing requirements
and/or likely to result in direct financial savings.
Tier 2: Optional, enhanced level of site performance
that builds upon Tier 1 requirements with metrics that
require more resources to assess.
Tier 3: Optional, comprehensive level of site
performance that builds upon Tier 2 to provide a
detailed, holistic understanding of site functioning.

Sustainable SITES Initiative (2014)
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•

Integrating commissioning into the site
management process

•

Industry evolution to meet changing demands

•

Boots on the ground trials and tribulations with
GSA projects

•

Identifying qualified contractors / certification
process

•

Integration between design and operations

•

Importance of project hand-off
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publications

questions
•

Now that the white paper has been published, what are the next steps? What are the
next things we need to consider?

•

Who is responsible when something goes wrong during the site commissioning
process which involves complex, living systems with a long chain of custody?

•

What role should trade groups and industry partners play? Could they influence the
cost of site commissioning?

Site Commissioning White Paper – www.gsa.gov/real-estate/design-construction/
landscape-architecture/landscape-analytics-and-commissioning

resources
Andropogon – andropogon.com
Andropogon Research – AndropogonResearch.
com

notes

ASHRAE, Standard 202-2013: Commissioning
Process for Buildings and Systems www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/
commissioning-essentials

Landscape Architecture Foundation - http://
lafoundation.org
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) - www.usgbc.org/leed
National Institute of Building Sciences, Whole
Building Design Guide - www.wbdg.org/project/
buildingcomm.php

Berkeley Lab, Measurement and Verification Portal http://mnv.lbl.gov/keyMnVDocs/ipmvp

Project BudBurst - http://budburst.org/phenology_
climatechange

Building Commissioning Association - www.bcxa.org

Sustainable SITES Initiative - www.sustainablesites.
org

Efficiency Valuation Organization - http://evo-world.
org/en
GSA Commissioning Program - www.gsa.gov/portal/
category/21064
GSA Landscape Architecture Program – www.gsa.
gov/real-estate/design-construction/landscapearchitectural-program
GSA PBS-P100 - www.gsa.gov/portal/content/104821
GSA SF Tool, Landscaping Services - https://sftool.
gov/greenprocurement/green-services/3/
landscaping-services
International Living Future Institute - http://livingfuture.org/lbc

The Economics of Biophilia - www.
terrapinbrightgreen.com/reports/the-economics-ofbiophilia/
Universal Floristic Quality Assessment (FQA)
Calculator - http://universalfqa.org/about
USA National Phenology Network - https://www.
usanpn.org/data/spring
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Ecoregions www.epa.gov/eco-research/ecoregions

nine financial benefits
of commissioning

